


RIB TENDER REINVENTED
Our GT10 tender boat is designed to provide the ultimate sensation, whether you are 
looking for a smooth transfer, a high-performance beast ready to deliver when required, 
or a fantastic daily cruiser. With its unique design and technical capabilities, GT10 
makes for an exceptionally comfortable, fun and dry ride. This tender is a must have for 
anyone seeking a boat without any compromises.



SPACIOUS
AND COMFORTABLE
The GT10 offers two spacious platforms for its 14 passengers. One seating area is 
placed at the aft deck, offering enjoyable ride to seven of its passengers. Another 
seating area, for the more adventurous type, is at the foredeck and it can 
accommodate up to six guests.

CUSTOM MADE
AMENIT IES AND FEATURES
One of GT’s most prominent features are its amenities. All of its details are custom designed, 
engineered and built in-house. Among others are the custom hand rails, custom dock and beam 
lights, fairleads, cleats, carbon fiber sun awning elements, custom made mast, and fridge, 
lavatory, numerous hidden storages for longer trips, and freshwater shower as standard.



700 HP OF PURE POWER
Using two outboard engines push it to 55 knots maximum speed, 
although other various inboard and outboard alternatives are 
available on request.



GRP hull and its shape, together with inflatable Hypalon-neoprene collars construction
result in great performance and maneuvering capabilities, while offering a safe and smooth ride.



CUSTOMISATION

Widely customizable, from visual to technical aspects, a unique result to suit the 
client’s personal wishes is ensured. These are some of the options available; 
inboard or outboard engines, standard closed or semi open cabin, a variety of 

colors and materials for almost any element of our GT. Feel free to contact us for 
any additional queries.



GT10 COUPE

GT10 tender also comes in cabin version that offers 10m2 of 
interior space. Completely custom made, every detail of this 
cabin is being carefully planned for the ultimate comfort. General 
arrangement of the interior can be customized per client’s needs, 
to offer a bed, toilet, kitchen or other.



LENGHT OVERALL
BEAM MAXIMUM
STATIC DRAFT (TILT UP)
DISCPLACEMENT
FUEL CAPACITY
MAXIMUM SPEED
CRUSING SPEED
POWER
ENGINES
SEATING CAPACITY (STANDARD)
HULL / COLLAR
CE CATEGORY:

PRINCIPAL CHARACTERISTICS

10 m / 32.8 ft 
3.4 m / 11.15 ft 
0.55 m / 1.8 ft
3700 kg / 8157 lb
800 l / 176 gal 
60 kn
32 kn
2X450 hp
OUTBOARD
14 PERSONS
GRP / HYPALON-NPRN
B


